Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add article 86.1 to title 22 as follows:

ARTICLE 86.1
COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM

22-86.1-100. Legislative declaration. The voters of the state of Colorado find and declare that:

(1) Expanded learning opportunities are critical for all Colorado children and youth. These opportunities, during periods and timeframes outside of their regular school schedules, provide essential academic and life skills for children and youth to thrive in school and life.

(2) Providing consistent and reliable access to out-of-school learning experiences to all of Colorado’s children will allow them to receive tutoring and supplemental academic instruction, receive targeted support for special needs and learning disabilities, attend in-depth youth programs where they learn new skills and participate in outdoor activities, be exposed to new and challenging real world experiences that broaden their horizon and build essential skill sets and receive exposure to music, dance, arts and career and technical education programs no longer offered in many schools.

(3) Creating the expanded learning opportunities program will ensure that these learning experiences are equally available to all Colorado students and that families will have the authority and responsibility to direct those funds to the experiences and activities they believe to be the best fit for their child or youth.

(4) Encouraging innovation in the creation and provision of expanded learning opportunities will benefit Colorado’s children and youth.

22-86.1-101. Definitions. As used in this article, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) “Administering non-profit” shall mean the organization selected by the agency pursuant to section 22-86.1-102(2)(j).

(2) “Agency” shall mean the Colorado expanded learning opportunities agency created by section 22-86.1-102.

(3) “Eligible contribution” shall mean any monetary or in-kind contribution for which an income tax credit is authorized pursuant to section 39-22-121.5.
(4) "ELIGIBLE STUDENT" SHALL MEAN A CHILD OR YOUTH BETWEEN THE AGES OF THREE AND NINETEEN RESIDING IN COLORADO OR OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE FOR ADMISSION TO PUBLIC SCHOOL WITHIN THE STATE.

(5) "ELIGIBLE TAXPAYER" SHALL MEAN AN INDIVIDUAL, ESTATE, TRUST, OR CORPORATION FOR WHOM A CREDIT IS AUTHORIZED FOR ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER SECTION 39-22-121.5.

(6) "OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES" SHALL MEAN ANY PROGRAM, SERVICE, MATERIAL, SYSTEM, CURRICULUM, ACTIVITY, OR OTHER PURSUIT OR PURCHASE THAT PROVIDES SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OR DEVELOPMENTAL SUPPORT TO ELIGIBLE STUDENTS OUTSIDE OF NORMAL SCHOOL OPERATIONS. OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES SHALL NOT INCLUDE INSTRUCTION, SERVICES, MATERIALS, CURRICULA, OR PROGRAMS PROVIDED AS PART OF A NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENT'S COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SECTION 22-33-104 OR A HOME SCHOOL STUDENT'S COMPULSORY INSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS UNDER SECTION 22-33-104.5.

(7) "PARENT" SHALL MEAN A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF AN ELIGIBLE STUDENT.

(8) "PROGRAM" SHALL MEAN THE COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM CREATED AND ADMINISTERED UNDER THIS ARTICLE.


(1) THERE IS ESTABLISHED, AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, THE COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES AGENCY. THE AGENCY SHALL BE GOVERNED AND ADMINISTERED BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SHALL EXERCISE SUCH POWERS AND PERFORM SUCH DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS AS IF IT WERE TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT BY A TYPE 1 TRANSFER UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE "ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION ACT OF 1968", ARTICLE 1 OF TITLE 24, C.R.S.

(2) THE PURPOSES AND POWERS OF THE AGENCY SHALL BE TO:

(a) ESTABLISH AND OVERSEE THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM CREATED BY THIS ARTICLE;

(b) CREATE AND DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR THE PROVISION AND SELECTION OF ALLOWABLE USES FOR FUNDS DISTRIBUTED BY THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT, CONSISTENT WITH AND IN FURTHERANCE OF THE GOALS AND PURPOSES STATED IN SECTION 22-86.1-100, TO BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE STATE OF COLORADO FOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS. AT A MINIMUM THESE ALLOWABLE USES SHALL INCLUDE, TUTORING AND SUPPLEMENTAL ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION IN CORE SUBJECT AREAS, INCLUDING READING, MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, AND WRITING; TARGETED SUPPORT FOR SPECIAL NEEDS AND LEARNING DISABILITIES, ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION; IN-DEPTH PROGRAMS THAT TEACH YOUTH NEW SKILLS IN THE CONTEXT OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, CHALLENGING REAL WORLD EXPERIENCES THAT BUILD ESSENTIAL SKILL SETS, AND
OTHER PROGRAMS THAT PROVIDE MUSIC, DANCE, ARTS OR CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION TRAINING. IT IS THE INTENT OF THE PEOPLE THAT THE FINANCIAL AID DISTRIBUTED BY THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT WILL BE NEW DOLLARS TO SPEND ON NEW SERVICES AND SHALL NOT SUPPLANT EXISTING FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE STUDENTS.

(c) CREATE AND DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR PUBLICATION, SOLICITATION, RECEIPT, AND EVALUATION BY THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT OF APPLICATIONS FROM POTENTIAL PROVIDERS OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES UNDER THE PROGRAM. SUCH CRITERIA SHALL MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER AND DIVERSITY OF PROVIDERS THAT PARENTS AND ELIGIBLE STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE AND SHALL ALSO ENSURE THAT SMALL COMMUNITY-BASED PROVIDERS ARE ELIGIBLE AND ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM.

(d) CREATE AND DEVELOP CRITERIA UNDER WHICH THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT SHALL CERTIFY PROVIDERS OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES UNDER THE PROGRAM, TO INCLUDE PRE-CERTIFICATION OF LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, LOCAL EDUCATION PROVIDERS, AND BOARDS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES. NEITHER THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT NOR ANY SUBSIDIARY THEREOF SHALL BE ELIGIBLE FOR CERTIFICATION AS A PROVIDER.

(e) CREATE AND DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES TO ENSURE STUDENT SAFETY, INCLUDING THE PROVISION OF RECENT BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR PROVIDERS WHO COME IN CONTACT WITH STUDENTS.

(f) CREATE AND DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT TO ESTABLISH AND MANAGE PARENT-CONTROLLED INDIVIDUAL LEARNING ACCOUNTS TO BE FUNDED THROUGH ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER GIFTS, GRANTS, AND DONATIONS TO THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT, TO COMPENSATE APPROVED PROVIDERS OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES. THE INDIVIDUAL LEARNING ACCOUNT FUNDS, ALSO REFERRED TO IN THIS ARTICLE 86.1 AS “FINANCIAL AID,” SHALL BE PROVIDED AND ADMINISTERED BY THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT ON A SLIDING SCALE, WITH THE AMOUNT OF A FINANCIAL AID BEING INVERSELY RELATED TO THE FAMILY INCOME AND FINANCIAL MEANS OF AN ELIGIBLE STUDENT, WITH SUCH SLIDING SCALE TO BE DETERMINED AT LEAST ONCE PER CALENDAR YEAR BY THE AGENCY AND SUBJECT TO THE MAXIMUM FINANCIAL AID AMOUNT PER ELIGIBLE STUDENT AS DETERMINED BY THE AGENCY. SUCH FINANCIAL AID SHALL INCLUDE EXPENSES FOR TRANSPORTATION OF AN ELIGIBLE STUDENT TO AND FROM OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES. PARENTS SHALL HAVE CONTROL OVER WHEN AND HOW FINANCIAL AID IS DISTRIBUTED TO APPROVED PROVIDERS THAT THE PARENTS CHOOSE, SUBJECT TO ADMINISTRATIVE RULES CREATED BY THE AGENCY AND THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT. SUCH FINANCIAL AID SHALL FURTHER BE PROVIDED AND ADMINISTERED IN A MANNER THAT SHALL NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ANY RECIPIENT, RECIPIENT’S FAMILY, PROVIDER, OR OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCE ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, NATIONAL ORIGIN, GENDER, MILITARY STATUS, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER VARIANCE, MARITAL STATUS, OR PHYSICAL OR MENTAL DISABILITY. THE AGENCY SHALL ENSURE THAT FINANCIAL AID IS UTILIZED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE COLORADO CONSTITUTION.
(g) Create and develop criteria and protocols for rollover of unused funds in a learning account for use by the recipient in additional out-of-school learning experiences under the program. Any funds in the individual learning account when the student no longer qualifies as an eligible student shall revert back to the administering non-profit.

(h) Establish a process to select or create no later than August 1, 2020, the non-profit organization to be designated pursuant to paragraph (i) of this subsection. The agency shall create a new non-profit only if the agency determines no existing non-profits meet the qualifications necessary to successfully administer the program.

(i) Annually collect, and make publicly available, financial audits of the administering non-profit. Such audits shall be conducted by a certified public accountant in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards in the United States and shall be filed with the agency by the administering non-profit no later than July 1 of each year for the previous calendar year. The agency shall redact all names of taxpayers and social security numbers or tax identification numbers before publicly releasing any audit or other financial report.

(j) Designate and enter into an agreement with a Colorado non-profit corporation meeting the requirements set forth in this paragraph. Such agreement shall define the responsibilities and obligations of the administering non-profit to operate and administer the program created by this article utilizing eligible contributions. Any non-profit corporation with which the agency may contract pursuant to this section shall meet the following criteria and requirements:

(I) The administering non-profit shall be duly incorporated and in good standing under the Colorado Revised Non-profit Corporation Act, or any successor statute, shall have its principal place of business located in the state of Colorado, shall be a separate and distinct legal entity and neither an agency nor subdivision of the state, and shall be deemed an independent contractor with the agency.


(III) The administering non-profit shall be deemed by the agency to be capable of effectively administering the Colorado Expanded Learning Opportunities Program subject to criteria established and determined by the agency. In the event the administering non-profit ceases to be party to an agreement for this purpose with the agency, or upon termination of such agreement, the administering non-profit shall immediately cease any references or representation of association with the program or the agency. Upon termination of any agreement with the agency, the administering non-profit shall remit all eligible contributions in its possession or control, less such amount as may be retained pursuant to subparagraph (ix) of this paragraph or
AS MAY OTHERWISE BE SPECIFIED BY THE AGENCY IN ITS AGREEMENT WITH THE ORGANIZATION, TO THE AGENCY.

(IV) THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY A VOLUNTEER BOARD OF DIRECTORS. MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS SHALL NOT BE ENTITLED TO COMPENSATION, BUT SHALL BE ENTITLED TO REIMBURSEMENT FOR REASONABLE OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES INCURRED IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR BOARD DUTIES.

(V) (A) ANY RECORDS OF THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT RELATED TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM SHALL BE AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES TO THE AGENCY AND SHALL BE TREATED AS PUBLIC RECORDS SUBJECT TO PRODUCTION UNDER THE COLORADO OPEN RECORDS ACT, SECTION 24-72-201, ET SEQ., UPON REQUEST MADE TO THE AGENCY.

(B) THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT SHALL FILE PERIODIC REPORTS DETAILING THE CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED AND FINANCIAL AID PROVIDED THROUGHOUT EACH CALENDAR YEAR. SUCH REPORTS SHALL BE FILED ON A TIMELINE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE AGENCY, EXCEPT THAT THE AGENCY SHALL NOT REQUIRE THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT TO FILE SUCH REPORTS MORE THAN FOUR TIMES PER CALENDAR YEAR.

(C) THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT SHALL SUBMIT IN A TIMELY MANNER ANY INFORMATION REQUESTED BY THE AGENCY THAT RELATES TO THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION INFORMATION THAT IS REQUESTED IN SUPPORT OF ANY EVALUATION THE PROGRAM OR ITS ADMINISTRATION.

(VI) THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT MAY SOLICIT AND RECEIVE ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS. THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT MAY ALSO SOLICIT AND RECEIVE GIFTS, GRANTS, AND DONATIONS FOR PURPOSES OF ADMINISTERING AND FUNDING THE PROGRAM. THE SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF ALL ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS SHALL BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY TO THE AGENCY. NO ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS MAY BE EARMARKED OR RESTRICTED IN ANY MANNER BY AN ELIGIBLE TAXPAYER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OR TO EXCLUDE ANY INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS OF RECIPIENTS OR ANY INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS OF PROVIDERS.

(VII) SUBJECT TO CRITERIA DETERMINED AND ESTABLISHED BY THE AGENCY, THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT SHALL DEVELOP, ESTABLISH, AND MANAGE SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATION, SOLICITATION, RECEIPT, EVALUATION, AND SELECTION OF APPLICATIONS FROM POTENTIAL PROVIDERS OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES UNDER THE PROGRAM TO WHICH PARENTS MAY DIRECT FINANCIAL AID; ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS AS NECESSARY WITH APPROVED PROVIDERS OF OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES UNDER THE PROGRAM; DEVELOP, ESTABLISH, AND MANAGE A SYSTEM FOR RECEIPT, PROCESSING, AND EVALUATION OF APPLICATIONS FROM ELIGIBLE STUDENTS; PROVIDE SERVICES DIRECTLY OR THROUGH THIRD-PARTY CONTRACT TO ASSIST ELIGIBLE STUDENTS, PARENTS, AND THEIR FAMILIES IN NAVIGATING AND SELECTING AMONG AVAILABLE OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES; ESTABLISH AND MANAGE INDIVIDUAL LEARNING ACCOUNTS, TO BE FUNDED THROUGH ELIGIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT, TO PAY APPROVED PROVIDERS OF APPROVED OUT-OF-SCHOOL LEARNING EXPERIENCES; AND PROVIDE, DIRECTLY OR BY CONTRACT, TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, SUBJECT TO CRITERIA ESTABLISHED AND DETERMINED BY
THE AGENCY, FOR PURPOSES OF MONITORING AND TRACKING THE USE OF INDIVIDUAL LEARNING ACCOUNTS BY ELIGIBLE STUDENTS AND APPROVED PROVIDER PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENTS;

(VIII) Except as provided in sub-paragraph (IX) of this paragraph, no more than ten percent of the eligible contributions received by the administering non-profit in any calendar year may be retained and spent on administrative expenses. On or after January 1, 2023, the agency shall, in consultation with the administering non-profit, review the percentage of eligible contributions that can be retained and spent on administrative expenses and make recommendations to the General Assembly regarding any appropriate changes to such percentage; and

(IX) Eligible contributions received by the organization prior to January 1, 2021, may be retained by the administering non-profit for administrative and organizational start-up purposes.

(3) The agency shall be subject to all requirements of the Colorado open records act, section 24-72-201, et seq.

(4) The agency may solicit and receive gifts, grants, and donations that may be retained and spent on administrative expenses, to include salaries and office expense, reimbursement to members of the agency board of directors appointed in accordance with section 22-86.1-103(1)(a), routine business expenses such as insurance, accounting, and legal expenses, and any similar overhead expenses incurred by the agency.

22-86.1-103. Expanded Learning Opportunities Agency -- board of directors -- powers and duties. (1)(a) The agency shall be overseen and administered by a board of directors appointed jointly by the governor and either the speaker or minority leader of the house of representatives who shall not be affiliated with the same political party as the governor, with at least one director resident in each of the state’s congressional districts. If the total number of congressional districts is an even number, one additional at-large member shall be appointed. Directors shall be appointed for terms of four years, except that at least one-half of the initially appointed directors shall be appointed for a two-year term to assure staggered terms. The board’s composition shall, to the extent practical, reflect Colorado’s gender, ethnic, racial, and political diversity. Members of the board may not during their terms of service be employed by or contract with organizations, public agencies, or individuals that provide or offer to provide out-of-school learning experiences under the program. Members of the board may serve more than a single term, and members shall be subject to removal as provided in article IV, section 6, of the Colorado constitution.

(b) Members of the board shall not be entitled to compensation, but they shall be provided reasonable per diem and reimbursement for expenses incurred in furtherance of their responsibilities as members of the board.
(2) The board shall have the following powers and duties:

(a) To hire an executive director and staff;

(b) To establish and oversee the program created by this article, assuring that as much funding as practicable is dedicated to the provision of financial aid and assistance to eligible students and their families in finding and selecting available out-of-school learning experiences;

(c) To perform all such actions as may be necessary and appropriate to carry out the duties and responsibilities specified in section 22-86.1-102 of this article;

(d) To obtain the services of expert consultants as necessary and appropriate for the performance of its duties and responsibilities;

(e) To promulgate rules and regulations in accordance with article 4 of title 24, as are necessary or expedient for the conduct of its affairs and generally for the administration of the program established by this article;

(f) To sue and be sued in its own name;

(g) To incur debts, liabilities, and obligations, subject to any limitations imposed thereon pursuant to law;

(h) To provide for the necessary expenses of the board in the exercise of its powers and the performance of its duties and to reimburse a board member for necessary and appropriate expenses incurred in the performance of the board members’ duties;

(i) To provide for the proper keeping of accounts and records and for budgeting of funds; and

(j) To act as a public entity for purposes of the “Colorado Governmental Immunity Act”, article 10 to title 24, C.R.S.

22-86.1-104. Sunset and reauthorization. This article shall cease to have effect after December 31, 2030, unless extended or reauthorized by the general assembly.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 39-22-121.5 as follows:

39-22-121.5. Credit for contribution toward out-of-school learning experiences provided under the Colorado Expanded Learning Opportunities Program. (1) For taxable years commencing on or after January 1, 2020, there shall be allowed a credit to every individual, estate, trust, and corporation against the tax imposed by this article for monetary and in-kind contributions during the taxable year to the non-profit organization selected to administer the Colorado Expanded Learning
OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM PURSUANT TO SECTION 22-86.1-102(2)(j). A CREDIT ALLOWED TO ANY INDIVIDUAL, ESTATE, TRUST, OR CORPORATION SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED THE TAXPAYER’S ACTUAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY FOR THE TAX YEAR FOR WHICH THE CREDIT IS CLAIMED, EXCEPT THAT A TAXPAYER MAY CARRY FORWARD ANY PORTION OF CREDIT EARNED IN EXCESS OF INCOME TAX LIABILITY FOR UP TO THREE TAX YEARS. A TAXPAYER MAY NOT CONVEY, ASSIGN, OR TRANSFER A CREDIT OR CARRY-FORWARD PORTION OF A CREDIT TO ANOTHER PERSON OR ENTITY;

(2) THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF CREDITS ALLOWED UNDER THIS SECTION IN ANY STATE FISCAL YEAR (THE “FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP”) SHALL BE FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS. IN ANY STATE FISCAL YEAR IN WHICH TOTAL CREDITS CLAIMED UNDER THIS SECTION EQUAL OR EXCEED NINETY PERCENT OF THE THEN-APPLICABLE FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP, THE FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP SHALL AUTOMATICALLY INCREASE BY FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS FOR THAT STATE FISCAL YEAR AND SUCCEEDING STATE FISCAL YEARS, UP TO A MAXIMUM FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP OF ONE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL COMBINED REVENUE APPROPRIATED TO THE GENERAL FUND AND STATE CASH FUND FOR THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING COMPLETED STATE FISCAL YEAR. TAXPayers SHALL BE ALLOWED CREDITS UNDER THIS SECTION, SUBJECT TO THE THEN APPLICABLE FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP, IN THE ORDER IN WHICH SUCH CLAIMS FOR ALLOWANCE ARE RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL PUBLISH ON ITS WEBSITE INFORMATION IDENTIFYING THE APPLICABLE FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP AND ANY THEN APPLICABLE INCREASES IN THE FISCAL YEAR CREDIT CAP REQUIRED BY THIS SUBSECTION.

(3) CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ADMINISTERING NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION SELECTED TO ADMINISTER THE COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM PURSUANT TO SECTION 22-86.1-102(2)(j) FOR WHICH A CREDIT IS CLAIMED UNDER THIS SECTION MAY NOT BE DIRECTED, RESTRICTED, OR CONDITIONED IN ANY MANNER TO THE BENEFIT OR EXCLUSION OF ANY PARTICULAR ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS OF FINANCIAL AID RECIPIENTS OR ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS OF PROVIDERS CONTRACTING WITH THE NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION SELECTED TO ADMINISTER THE COLORADO EXPANDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM PURSUANT TO SECTION 22-86.1-102(2)(j).

(4) FOR EACH TAX YEAR, FOR WHICH CREDITS ARE CLAIMED AND ALLOWED UNDER THIS SECTION, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL REDUCE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF OTHER CREDITS ALLOWED TO INDIVIDUALS, ESTATES, TRUSTS, AND CORPORATIONS AGAINST THE TAX IMPOSED BY THIS ARTICLE IN AN AMOUNT AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE CREDITS CLAIMED AND ALLOWED UNDER THIS SECTION. IN DOING SO, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PRIORITIZE THE PRESERVATION OF CREDITS AND EXEMPTIONS THAT BENEFIT VETERANS, PARKS, OPEN SPACE, EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMS, LOW-INCOME COLORADO RESIDENTS, SENIORS, AND OTHER UNDERSERVED OR VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES.

(5) THIS SECTION SHALL CEASE TO HAVE EFFECT AFTER DECEMBER 31, 2030, UNLESS EXTENDED OR REAUTHORIZED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add article 28.6 to title 39 as follows:

ARTICLE 28.6
TAXES ON NICOTINE PRODUCTS

39-28.6-101. Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, any terms not defined in this article 28.6 have the meanings set forth in article 26 of this title 39. As used in this article 28.6, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "Nicotine Product" means any nonlighted, noncombustible product that employs a mechanical heating element, battery, or electronic circuit regardless of shape or size and that can be used to produce vapor from nicotine in a solution. The term includes any vapor cartridge or other container of nicotine in a solution or other form that is intended to be used with or in an electronic cigarette, electronic cigar, electronic cigarillo, electronic pipe, or similar product or device. "Nicotine Product" does not include a "tobacco product" as defined in section 39-28.5-101(5).

39-28.6-102. Sales tax on nicotine products—administration—enforcement. The tax imposed pursuant to this article shall be administered and enforced in accordance with the provisions of article 21 of this title and part 1 of article 26 of this title, including, without limitation, any penalties for failure to make any return or to collect or pay any tax; except that, in the event of a conflict between the provisions of this article and the provisions of article 21 of this title or part 1 of article 26 of this title, the provisions of this article shall control.

39-28.6-103. Nicotine products sales tax. In addition to the tax imposed pursuant to part 1 of article 26 of this title 39 and the sales tax imposed by a local government pursuant to title 29, 30, 31, or 32, beginning January 1, 2020, there is imposed upon all sales of nicotine products by a retailer a tax in the amount of five cents per milliliter or device. The tax imposed by this section is computed in accordance with schedules or forms prescribed by the executive director of the department of revenue; except that a retailer is not allowed to retain any portion of the tax on sales of nicotine products collected pursuant to this article to cover the expenses of collecting and remitting the tax. The executive director may promulgate rules to implement this section.

39-28.6-104. Disposition of collections. (1) The state treasurer shall credit the net revenue collected under the provisions of this article to the Colorado expanded learning opportunities agency created in the department of education as specified in section 22-86.1-102, to be utilized and applied by such agency exclusively for administrative and operational expenses of the agency; no revenue collected under the provisions of this article may be used to fund individual learning accounts established pursuant to section 22-86.1-102(2)(f) or directed to the administering nonprofit designated under section 22-86.1-102(2)(j);
(2) The voters hereby find and declare that because the sales and use tax revenue generated by the sales and use tax levies pursuant to sections 39-26-106 and 39-26-202 is sufficient to fund the old age pension fund as required by article XXIV of the state constitution, the state may constitutionally credit all revenue generated by the additional sales and use taxes levied pursuant to this article to the Colorado out-of-school education fund as specified in subsection (1) of this section.

39-28.6-105. Effect of voter approval – revenue, spending, and other limitations. Revenue collected under the provisions of this article, as authorized by the voters at the statewide election in November 2019, together with earnings on such revenue, shall be retained and spent by the state as a voter-approved revenue change and shall be exempt from all revenue, spending, and other limitations under section 20 of article X of the state constitution or any other law.

39-28.6-106. Sunset and reauthorization. This article shall cease to have effect after December 31, 2030, unless extended or reauthorized by the general assembly.